
None Of Them Is You

Chris Young

This folks flying up in the air, I ain't bought this hard in a minute
I spent a lot of money this year, gonna be a lot more when we finish
A lot of ice, a lot of juice, champagne lot of booze
The girls are chose, that's cool but none of them is you

Trained the bus, playing the trust, living a life to the fame's up
Yeah, god damn live in a movie
Hover boys can't fit in my Louie
... paper bottle with Louie
Saving every city and every motto of...
They all wanna sit at the table get a drink
I don't know what they think they will never get to the bank
Now the slow to my leg, yeah
Hurt... that they all wanna...
Well they changed how the home be
I can't let you be in my world, it's right after yo alls back to me and my g
irl
Never get what you caught, came who it is never get in your spot

Stick to the plan, take a little ride and I switched to the top
Chain tripping along I don't forget what I got, he lo

This folks flying up in the air, I ain't bought this hard in a minute
I spent a lot of money this year, gonna be a lot more when we finish
A lot of ice, a lot of juice, champagne lot of booze
The girls are chose, that's cool but none of them is you

... shows in the whose when there's nowhere to go
Cast money low, fast money slow,
I got her love, kissing and hugs meaning so much more than these bitches in 
the club
This is love, let's get married, hard to leave,.. to marry
All I need, Chris and... hard to breath, no air just lost my breeze
We're in the air, parked the V's

Shorty locked me down and tossed the keys
Last man was winning he lost the lead
Fuck her she got the brush a cup of tea
Right back to living my life
Long as you don't take away from me give them my wife
Home away, after dark, come and get us in the light
And there's much more patience when you're living by the night, work with me

This folks flying up in the air, I ain't bought this hard in a minute
I spent a lot of money this year, gonna be a lot more when we finish
A lot of ice, a lot of juice, champagne lot of booze
The girls are chose, that's cool but none of them is you
Oh I need you, oh
Nothing like you, oh you should see the pain, they don't stand the chance
Because you know you're the one now and hope to
To get back in love and baby can you
Can you even imagine you're not there
... and when I'm at your door, you know I'm waiting right here, oh
... to turn up...

This folks flying up in the air, I ain't bought this hard in a minute
I spent a lot of money this year, gonna be a lot more when we finish
A lot of ice, a lot of juice, champagne lot of booze
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